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Track condition monitoring system designed to support 
your rail transit asset management (TAM) program.



locations with rail corrugation,
priority locations for track maintenance including rail grinding,
quality control monitoring of rail grinding programs,
locations with wheel squeal and the effectiveness of rail lubrication
programs, 
locations of track defects such as squats, 
the condition and need for maintenance of special trackwork, 
trend analysis using machine learning to identify impending issues, predict
rail replacement, and identify factors that correlate with rail corrugation
formation and growth.

OnTrack is an application developed by ATS Consulting to extract information
about track condition from onboard noise and vibration measurements. A
surprising amount of information can be extracted from these measurements
including:

This is all information that can be integrated into Transit Asset Management
(TAM) programs that the FTA requires of transit systems that receive federal
funding. 
   
A key feature of OnTrack is the database used to store the measurement results.
The database was designed to manage noise and vibration measurements and it
has been expanded to manage other data streams as well. Examples include rail
profile and track geometry measurements, reports monitoring the performance
of noise mitigation measures such as rail dampers, and site-specific
measurements such as rail roughness/corrugation data and wayside
measurements of train noise and vibration. We have also used the database to
store photographs of rail corrugation. Because of the flexibility of the OnTrack
system, there is no limit to type of data that can be stored in the database. 

Introducing ATS OnTrack 
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Implementing a new installation of OnTrack can be accomplished on the
order of weeks rather than years. 
Adding customized features to the OnTrack system to meet specific customer
requirements is straightforward.
Storing the data in a cloud database system allows anyone approved by the
client to receive login credentials and access the data at any time. 
Accessing OnTrack only requires internet connection and a web browser and
can be accessed by PC, tablet, and mobile phone.

OnTrack is designed to be a track condition monitoring solution to help transit
systems obtain and maintain a state of good repair. Much of the OnTrack data are
available through geometry vehicles, however OnTrack is a unique approach that
provides many benefits over using a rail geometry vehicle. Major advantages of
OnTrack compared to this and other approaches are: 

In Summary, OnTrack is a simple tool that is a surprisingly robust method to
quickly characterize track condition and adapt to your systems' needs. 
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How do we collect data for the
ATS OnTrack System? 
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The current process of collecting OnTrack data uses a kit that fits in a single box that
can be rolled onto a train and set up in less than five minutes. The measurement kit
contains all the equipment to perform and record the measurements. After the data
have been recorded, recordings are processed and uploaded to the database for
analysis and visualization. By learning the wear patterns of the track system, OnTrack
can establish a relationship between noise signatures and performance and has the
potential to provide early detection of rail defects. When everything works as
designed, OnTrack will allow for detecting and fixing problems as they emerge,
before they become bigger—and more expensive—issues to resolve.
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The OnTrack data collection approach is customized to fit the unique needs of each
transit system. The current ATS onboard measurement kit consists of a microphone,
triaxial accelerometer, radar speedometer, GPS tracker, video recorder, and optional
RFID tag reader. Using this onboard kit, we collect noise, vibration, speed, and GPS
data. Integration of the speed data along with known locations based on the RFID
tags at the end of each station platform allows mapping measurement data to mile
posts and correlating the measurement results to mile post to an accuracy of ±10
feet.     
       

This approach can be extended to a semi-permanent installation that would include

two microphones and two triaxial accelerometers mounted on the trucks under the

car along with a computer that drives data acquisition and manages data upload to a

cloud storage system.
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Following measurements, the recordings are processed and uploaded to the
transit system's database. The collected data allows us to quickly identify trends
and potential problem areas. An example of the type of analysis that is performed
is to prioritize the locations for rail grinding based on how much the onboard noise
levels exceed the average levels for a specific track location.
    

The OnTrack databases are designed to store years of data and to be accessible at
the click of a button. Pulling from each system's database, a custom-built
visualization tool shows where noise levels exceed the average by plotting the
noise on satellite maps and can show trending patterns and compare track
condition over time. This form of visualization makes it easy to identify locations
for grinding and, more importantly, correlate problem areas with track features. 

 

OnTrack Graphic Displays
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Available customizations include data display formats, how the tracks and noise

levels are displayed on aerial maps, alternate display formats, and display of

metrics important to system-specific maintenance needs.
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Above is an example of the OnTrack display on a laptop.
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Above is an example of the OnTrack display on a mobile phone.
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OnTrack evolved from an earlier tool developed by ATS to help the BART System

address a serious rail corrugation problem. The goal was to assist maintenance

engineers optimize their rail grinding program to minimize rail corrugation noise and

reduce subsequent complaints from passengers and the community. ATS has since

taken measurements every 3 to 6 months, an effort requiring one ATS staff member

approximately two days for the 100-route-mile BART system. The data collected

from these measurements are processed and then uploaded into BART's OnTrack

system. Recent data show that with the assistance of ATS, BART noise levels are

decreasing system-wide.      

A similar system has been installed at the Sound Transit Link LRT system. Both

BART and Sound Transit have found the OnTrack tool useful for evaluating their

track and addressing various noise and vibration issues. For more information about

OnTrack and how OnTrack could benefit your transit system, please go to

atsconsulting.com/OnTrack or email us at ontrack@atsconsulting.com. 

OnTrack Background
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